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5.325 power

DESCRIPTION LINKS

Origin [137]

Constraint power(X, N, Y)

Synonym xexpyeqz.

Arguments X : dvar

N : dvar

Y : dvar

Restrictions X ≥ 0
N ≥ 0
Y ≥ 0

Purpose Enforce the fact that Y is equal to X
N.

Example (2, 3, 8)

The power constraint holds since 8 is equal to 23.

Typical X > 1
N > 1
N < 5
Y > 1

Arg. properties
Functional dependency: Y determined by X and N.

Algorithm In [137] a filtering algorithm for the power constraint was automatically derived from

the algorithm that multiplies X by itself N times by using constructive disjunction and

abstract interpretation in order to approximate the behaviour of the while loop of that algo-

rithm.

Systems xexpyeqz in JaCoP.

See also common keyword: gcd (abstract interpretation).

Keywords constraint arguments: ternary constraint, pure functional dependency.

constraint type: arithmetic constraint, predefined constraint.

filtering: abstract interpretation.

modelling: functional dependency.


Origin
The origin of the constraint: reference to a paper, to a person, to an other constraint or to a system.


Constraint
The constraint name and its arguments.


Synonym
A synonym for the name of the constraint.


Arguments
Arguments of the constraint and their corresponding types.


Restrictions
Additional conditions refining the type declarations of one or several arguments of the constraint.


Purpose
Definition in natural language of the meaning of the constraint.


Example
One or several examples of ground solutions of the constraint.


Typical
Typical conditions on the arguments of the constraint.


Arg. properties
Properties of some arguments of the constraint (e.g. Functional dependency: an argument is determined by some other arguments, Contractibility: can remove items from any position of a collection, Prefix-contractibility: can remove items from first position, Suffix-contractibility: can remove items from last position, Extensibility: can add items at any position of a collection, Prefix-extensibility: can add items before first position, Suffix-extensibility: can add items after last position).


Algorithm
References (or short description) to the filtering algorithm attached to the constraint.


Systems
References to the constraint in some concrete constraint programming systems.

http://jacopapi.osolpro.com/JaCoP/constraints/XexpYeqZ.html
http://www.jacop.eu/

See also
Related constraints grouped by semantics links.


Keywords
Related keywords grouped by meta-keywords.
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